Committee on Education

Notice of Committee Meeting

Will meet at: 9:00 A.M.  Date: May 4, 2006

Location: Committee Room 1

Remarks:

HB 1342  HONEY  STUDENT/TUITION  Authorizes the Southern University Board of Supervisors to increase tuition for students attending the university laboratory school by certain amounts

HB 1184  POWELL, M.  SCHOOLS/EMPLOYEES  Provides relative to documents placed in a school employee's personnel file on or before a specified date; permits the school employee to rebut and respond to such documents especially under certain circumstances

HB 780  MCDONALD  STUDENT/TUITION  Relative to the La. Student Tuition Assistance and Revenue Trust Program, provides for definitions and provides relative to the education savings accounts

HB 827  KENNARD  STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHIP  Relative to the science curriculum that certain high school students must successfully complete to be eligible for specified TOPS awards, adds Anatomy and Physiology as a permitted optional course

HCR 77  FANNIN (TBA)  SCHOOLS/HIGH SCHOOL  Requests the High School Redesign Commission to consider and include in its recommendations the role and importance of vocational education programs for high school students  (Subject to Rule Suspension)

HB 233  RICHMOND (TBA)  SCHOOLS/BOARDS  (Constitutional Amendment)  Requires the legislature to provide for the election or appointment, or both, of parish school board members  (Subject to Rule Suspension)

HB 234  RICHMOND (TBA)  SCHOOLS/BOARDS  Requires local public school boards to adopt policies prohibiting teachers from making certain recommendations and suggestions relative to the administration of psychotropic drugs to students and student diagnosis  (Subject to Rule Suspension)
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Chairman